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News Editors:

The Human Ecology Foundation of Canada will hold its second annual conference

entitled "Environmental Health, Chemical Disability" on April 4th, 1987.

This conference of people affected or even disabled by pollution is funded by

Environment Canada, and by the Disabled Persons Participation Program of

Secretary of State. '~e are deeply appreciative of the support given by the

Honorable Tom McMillan and David Crombie," says H.E.F. president Lynda

Brooks. Brooks estimates more than 150 of the several thousand Canadians

diagnosed so far will be able to attend.

The conference will be held at the Kent Street Holiday Inn in Ottawa, and gets

under way at 8:30 am.

Brooks says coverage of the conference is very rmJch needed. "As with other

disabled groups, our biggest problem is lack of public awareness, though

awareness is growing". Brooks says many people affected may not know what's

causing their symptoms; most who've been diagnosed have seen several

physicians before finding one familiar with environmental hypersensitivity and

able to treat the condition.

(It would be very rmJch appreciated if journalists and others attending the

conference would refrain from wearing perfumed products.)

Thanks,--" y.~,L -;::J
/~- ,v -, - •
, .
Lynda BrookS,
President.
(613) 836 4565
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Dear Friend,
send reply to:

There has long been increasing recognition of the effects of

the environment on health. It seems any system of the body can be

affected.

Here in Canada the federal health minister, Jake Epp, has

expressed concern for those suffering from "environmental

hypersensitivity", as loosely defined by the Thomson Commission in

Ontario. Symptoms vary from mild discomfort to total disability.

Ontario Health Minister Murray Elston recently announced

funding for IOOre research into the intemittently disabling

condition, which thousands of Canadians have now been diagnosed as

suffering.

I sincerely hope you'11 find time to attend the Second Annual

Conference of the Human Ecology Foundation of Canada, entitled

''Environmental Health, Qlemical Disability". You may find the

speakers quite interesting. It's on the 4th of April, 1987.

For IOOre information about this conference, and the concurrent

conference of medical doctors on the same subject, consult the

enclosed brochures, or feel free to call me at (613) 836 7656.

Thanks,

v~- ,?~-Lr:J
Lynda Brooks
conference co-ordinator

P.S. If you could post the enclosed brochures we'd really appreciate it.

H.E.F.
97 Village Green
Kanata, Ontario.
K2L U8




